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Crashed TIE Fighter on Zaadja Highway.



Tensions are rising even higher during the Imperial Storm 4 Wargames. The Warrior
and the Challenger are head to head at the moment.

As of now, no more battles have taken place since yesterday's decisive battle between
the Warrior and the Challenge's fleets. Despite this, the Challenge has spread a
warning of sorts in the form of an emergency broadcast on Spar Alpha.

The broadcast, which played earlier this morning, warned Spar Alpha civillians and
hinted towards a Challenge attack on the Planets Warrior Forces, this may be a blu� or
a valid threat.

Civillians on Spar Alpha have fled in droves following the Challenge's emergency broadcast.

On Spar Alpha, a Curfew has been emplaced in numerous cities though numerous
civillians have fled the planet from fear of total war from the IS4 wargames.

After our reporter on the scene Reag Marreth interviewed numerous refugees fleeing
on the Refugee ship "The Feasible" she heard story's of "horror" and "utter fear."
Numerous media organizations have barred the IS4 wargames calling them "Unsafe"
and "Disruptive."

Warrior o�cials on the planet say that they too are afraid of the Challenge's threat but
they are standing tall and say they will "Fight to the last ship"





TK-242, A Snowtrooper assigned to the "Warrior's" ground force currently deployed on Zaadja.

DeSean Mclaullis, our sta� reporter and Supervisor of our coverage of the IS4
Wargames, recently arrived to Zaadja where Warrior forces are occupying the snow
planet uncontested.

DeSean interviewed a Snow Troop, TK-242 who had much to say about the Wargames.
When asked if he was excited to see some action he responded

"It's truly something to look forward to, the people here are very welcoming and it's
fun for everyone. I just hope the Challenge and the Hammer has been as hospitable as
we have."

More news to come.

DeSean Mclaullis - DeSean is a sta� reporter for the G'Rho Watchman who previously
worked for the Chandrila Times. DeSean graduated from the Coronet City University
on Corellia with a degree in Journalism and Phsycology.

Reag Marreth - A Human hailing from Mon Gazza, Reag Marreth is a Beat Reporter
focusing on Military News. Reag served in the Imperial Navy for six years before
becoming a Reporter at the G'Rho Watchman.


